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ABSTRACT. The importance of interaction of exhaledair with
the airway surfacewas evaluatedby comparingthe effects of
different breathingmaneuversand inhaledair temperatureon the
relationshipbetweenbreath alcohol concentration(BRAC) and
blood alcoholconcentration(BAC). Breathalcoholwas measured
with an infrared absorptionunit. Blood and simulator liquid
alcohol concentrationswere measuredby gas chromatography.
Breath sampleswere measuredafter both low and high exhaled
volumes and after rebreathing. Breathing maneuvers were per-

sampleswasevaluatedwith a new isothermalrebreatherthat was
designed
to providea substantial
amountof heatto the rebreathed
air in order to heat the airway surfaces.Using a singlebreath
test,the indicatedBAC valuesvary from 14% abovethe actual

formed after either hyperventilation,breathhold or normal
breathing.Inspiredair temperaturewasvariedbetweenO øCand
40øC. The rebreathing method for sampling alveolar alcohol

Isothermalrebreathingprovidedan accuratesampleof alveolar
air that was not affectedby alteredbreathingpattern or air
temperature.(J. Stud. Alcohol 51: 6-13, 1990)

INGLEBREATH
testing
forestimation
of blood

alcohol concentration (BAC) is a method used
widely in both scientific and legal environments.Confidencein the accuracyof this method has been shaken
with the recentknowledgeregardingsolublegasinteraction with the airways during breathing. Such interaction leaves doubt as to the relationship between true
alveolar and exhaled alcohol concentrations. Since the

BAC to as low as 55% below the actual BAC. Hyperventilation

causeda significantdecrease
in BRAC and breathholdcaused
a significant
increasein BRAC. Whenisothermal
rebreathing
is
appliedto suchtests,the breathtestresultswerealwayswithin
+ 10% of the true BAC, even with an alteredbreathingpattern.

tion (BRAC). Hyperventilation
reducesalcoholconcentration in the breath, while a breathhold period prior

to breath sample delivery increasesBRAC (Jones,
1982c).BRAC increases
with the amountof air exhaled,
and a flat alcohol plateau is never reachedif the exhaled flow rate is maintained(Jones, 1982a; Slemeyer,
1981). Other factors that contributeto the interindividual variability are differencesin body temperature

early descriptionof breath alcoholtesting(Bogen, 1927;

(Harger et al., 1950; Jones, 1983a)and hematocrit

Liljestrandand Linde, 1930),it hasbeenassumedthat

(Jones, 1983a; Payne et al., 1968).
An approachcommonlyusedto obtainalveolargas

the concentration of alcohol in end-exhaled breath is
constant and the same as the alcohol concentration in

the alveolar air. However, several studies (Aharonson
et al., 1974; Jones, 1982a; Slemeyer, 1981; Wright,
1962) have shown that highly soluble gases,such as
alcohol, have a considerableamount of interactionwith
the airway surfaceduring exhalationthat precludesan
equilibriumbetweenend-tidal and alveolar gasconcen-

trations. The magnitude of this interaction depends
principallyupon tissuesolubility of the gas and ambient temperatureand humidity (Jones, 1982b). In addition, breathingpattern prior to the delivery of the
breath sampleinfluencesthe breath alcohol concentra*Requestsfor reprintsshouldbe sentto M.P. Hlastala,Ph.D., Division of Pulmonaryand Critical Care Medicine,RM-12, University
of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.

samples
is to rebreatheinto a bag, whichprovidesfor
the mixingof gasfrom differentregionsof the lung.
The rebreathingapproachhas been used by several
previous
investigators
(Forneyet al., 1964;Hargerand
Forney, 1970; Harger et al., 1956; Pinkwart et al.,
1981;Schwarzet al., 1982)to obtainan alveolarsample
for estimationof BAC. Rebreathingof heatedair prior
to the deliveryof a breath samplewould theoretically
decreasethe influence of temperature and humidity
disequilibrium
and assistin preventionof airwaycondensationand subsequent
alcohol lossdue to cooling

(Jones, 1983b). In a test of the use of a heated
rebreathingbag, Jones(1983b) found higheralcohol
concentrationsin the breath after rebreathingcompared
to measurementsafter a single exhalation. Since

rebreathingproducesa breath samplethat is closerto
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the true mixed alveolar air, the findings of Jonessuggest that there is a normal loss of alcohol to the airway surfaceduring exhalationand that rebreathingproduces a better sample of alveolar air. A drawback of
many of the previous rebreathing studies is that the
rebreathing bag and airway surfaces were not heated
enough to decreasethe airway alcohol deposition.
Minimizing the interaction of alcohol with the airways by using a heated rebreathing apparatus should
lead to an improved correlation between BRAC and
BAC. In this study, a rebreathing device was constructedthat maintains air near body temperatureduring the entire rebreathing maneuver. BACs estimated
with this rebreathing technique were compared to
breath alcohol values, obtained with a conventional
single breath technique after different ventilation patterns performed prior to sample delivery. Breath values
were compared to BAC analyzed by gas chromatography. The purpose of this study was to test the
hypothesisthat breathing pattern and air temperature
affect the single breath test but have minimal effect
on the rebreathingtest for breath alcohol measurement.
Method

Subjects
Seven

female

and

seven male

volunteers

without

history of cardiac or pulmonary diseaseand with normal findings on physical examination participated in
the study. The study was approved by the University
of Washington Human Subjects Review Committee.
Written

informed

consent was obtained from each sub-

ject. Characteristicsof the subjectsare summarizedin
Table 1. The subjects arrived at the laboratory at 9
•M with no food consumptionduring the previous 12
hours. Body temperature,hematocritand vital capacity
were measured. Alcohol

was administered

in the form

of liquor either with ice or water in a dose calculated
according to the Widmark (1932) formula to give a
BAC of approximately 0.12 g/100 ml at the time of

the initial testing. After completion of drinking, the
subjects waited for a minimum of 45 minutes for absorption to take place.
Materials

Rebreathing apparatus. A rebreathing bag (nylon, 4
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F]OVZ*,E1. Schematicof isothermal rebreathing apparatus

liter volume) was contained in an insulated bag con-

_tainingtwo heatingpads, one on eachsideof the bag
(Figure 1). A temperature control system sensedthe
temperature in the rebreathing bag and provided heat
to warm the bag to preset temperatures up to 70 o C.
The rebreathing bag was connectedthrough a plastic
tube and a stopcock to a mouthpiece. A thermocouple
(Chromel-Alumel) was insertedinto the plastic tube for
continuousmeasurementof gas temperature during the
rebreathing maneuver. The output signal from the
thermocouple was AD-converted and stored in a computer. The partial pressure of oxygen was measured
with a mass spectrometer (Perkin Elmer MGA-1100),
which sampled gas (50 ml/min) from a side port in
the connecting tube.
Breath alcohol analysis. Alcohol concentration in the
exhaledbreath and the rebreathingbag was determined
with an infrared absorption analyzer using two
wavelengths:3.44 tz as a primary wavelengthfor alcohol
and 3.39 tz as a secondarywavelength to correct for
any contaminating acetone present. A zero reference
point was established by measuring the amount of
infrared energy striking the detector when the sample
chamber was filled with room air. Alcohol present in
a breath sampleabsorbsinfrared energy. The difference
in absorbedenergybetweenthe referenceand the breath'
test measurementis directly proportional to the alcohol
concentration in the breath sample. The minimum exhalation sample was taken as the reading from the infrared unit (IRU) after fulfilling a minimum criteria
consistent with commercially available breath alcohol
analyzers:the airway (IRU inlet) pressurewas required
to exceed 15 cm H20 for a minimum time period of
4 seconds.The maximum exhalation sample was taken
as the reading from the IRU after the subject had exhaled completely (to residual volume).
Two inlet ports were provided for delivery of air to

T•a•],]• 1. Characteristicsof the subjects (mean _+ SD)

Sex

n

Age
(yrs)

Weight
(kg)

Body
temp.
(øc)

Vital
capacity
(1)

Female
Male

Hematocrit
(%)

Alcohol
dose
(oz)

7

32 _+ 8

63 _+ 7

36.2 _+ 0.6

7

40 _+ 5

88 _+ 7

35.9 _+ 0.3

3.7 + 0.6

37.7 _+ 1.0

6.3 _+ 0.6

5.1 _+ 0.7

42.6 + 1.8

9.0 + 1.2
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the IRU sample chamber. One of these had a heated

connectiontube fitted to a mouthpiece,throughwhich
breath sampleswere delivered.Referencesamplesof
room air were also drawn through this port with a
vacuum pump. The secondinlet port was for sampling of air from the simulatoror from the rebreathing
bag by drawing a samplewith the vacuumpump.
Calibrationprocedures.The IRU was calibratedwith
a breath-alcohol
simulator(Smith& WessonMark IIA)
via air drawn by the vacuumpump through a 0.12
gm/100ml alcohol-water solution maintained at a con-

stant temperature (34 + 0.2øC). Repeated measure-

mentswith the simulatorwere done duringeachseries
of experiments.Samplesfrom the water-alcoholmixture

were also analyzedby gas chromatography
for crosscalibration of the blood samplesand the IRU.

Calculations.
The within-day
variationof simulator
measurementson the IRU was always within + 3ø7o

1990

1. Normal expiration: A single inhalation to total lung
capacity (TLC) followed by a complete exhalation in-

to theIRU sample
portto residual
volume(RV). Repeat
using rebreathing maneuver.

2. Hyperventilation: Three deep breaths through the
mouth before inhalation to TLC followed by an exhalation into the IRU sampleport to RV. Repeatusing
rebreathing maneuver.
3. Breath hold: A single inhalation to TLC, breath hold
of 15 secondsfollowed by an exhalation into the IRU
sampleport to RV. Repeatusingrebreathingmaneuver.
4. Cold, dry air: Three deep breathsof cold, dry air (0øC,
0ø7orelativehumidity)beforeinhalationto TLC, followed
by an exhalation into the IRU sample port to RV.
Repeat using rebreathing maneuver.
5. Warm, dry air: Three deep breaths of warm, dry air
(40øC, 0ø7o
relativehumidity)beforeinhalationto TLC,
followed by an exhalationinto the IRU sampleport
to RV. Repeat using rebreathing maneuver.

therefore compared to results from the gas

Blood alcohol analysis.Blood sampleswere taken
from an antecubital
veininto Vacutainertubes(sodium
fluorideandpotassium
oxalate)at threeor four points

chromatographic(GC) analysisof the simulator fluid

in time after the estimatedstart (at least 1 hour after

(Caloc).Assuminga water-gaspartitioncoefficientfor
alcoholat 34øCof 2586(Jones,1983a),an instrument
factor (F•Ru)can be calculatedas:

terminationof drinking)of the postabsorptive
phase.

of the meanvaluefor the day. The averagevaluefrom

the simulatormeasurements
eachday (Calsim)
was

Fmu-- (Calsim/Calac)*2586

(1)

A blood-breathratio (BBR) for each experimental
measurement

can be calculated

as:

BBR = (Roc/Rmu)*Fmu,

(2)

Sampleswere placedin refrigeratorat + 4øC for subsequent analysisby gas chromatography.Blood alcohol

samples
wereanalyzedon a gaschromatograph
(Perkin
Elmer Model 3920)equippedwith a PoropakS column
and a flame ionization detector. The GC was calibrated
daily with known water-alcohol mixtures.

A total of 45 BAC valueswere obtained(3 values
in 11 subjectsand 4 valuesin 3 subjects).BAC values
were plotted againsttime for each subject.The first
BAC value and associated breath values were discarded

where Roc is the BAC readingdeterminedwith gas

chromatographic
technique
and Rims is the reading
from

the IRU.

if this value clearlydiffered from a straightline fitted
throughthe rest of the data points, indicatingthat the
postabsorptivephase was not reached at the time for

the first sample.In total, six BAC values(and related
Procedure

Experimentalprotocol. Each experimentconsistedof
five different breathingmaneuvers,repeatedtwo or
three times on each subject. For each maneuver,the
breath alcohol was measuredfirst by a singlebreath
maneuverdirectly into the IRU. Values were read from
the digital displaywhen they first fulfilled the minimum

criteriastatedabove(SBrain)
and againafter a full exhalationto residualvolume(SBmax).
The rebreathing
maneuver was performed with six exhalations into the

bag and six inhalationsfrom the bag. The seventhexhalation was trapped in the bag and subsequently

analyzedby the IRU via the simulatorinlet port. Subjects usednoseclips during the rebreathingprocedure.
The testserieswerealwaysstartedwith the singlebreath
into the IRU, followed by the rebreathingmaneuver.
The test sequence was as follows:

breath values) were excluded for this reason. BAC

valuesplottedagainsttime for Subjects1-4 are shown
in Figure 2. The first BAC value and relatedsingle
BAC-values(Subjects
No. 1 - 4)
0.16

0.14

0.12
BAC

(g/100ml)

0.1
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10:00

I
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I

14:00

!

15:00

I

16:00

Time (hours)

Fmum• 2. BAC versustime for Subjects1-4. Regressionlines for
eachsubjectare shown.The first data point for Subject1 is not
included in the regression.
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breath values were rejected in Subject 1. By the method
of least squares, a line was fitted through remaining
data points for each subject, and time-dependent BAC
values were calculated by linear interpolation for comparison with the breath samples.
Results

ET

AL.
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Calsi
m and Caloc for the whole experimentalperiod
were 0.101 q- 0.002 g/100 ml and 0.118 q- 0.002 g/100

ml, respectively.
The averageinstrumentfactor (FiRtJ)
calculated according to Equation 1 was 2,226 q- 66.
BAC data: A comparison of BAC values and single
breath values (minimum and maximum) and
rebreathing values are shown in Figure 4 for maneuver

The five different breathing patterns were repeated
32 times (2 times in 10 of the subjects and 3 times
in 4 of the subjects). Seven of these sets of measure-

0.16

ments were excluded because the BAC values indicated

that the subject was not in the postabsorptivephase.
The remaining 25 setsof measurementshad the following distribution among the subjects:1 set of measurements was obtained in 5 subjects, 2 in 7 subjects and
3 in 2 subjects.The mean (q- SD) "burn off rate" (rate
of decline of BAC in the postabsorptivephase) for the
men was 0.018 + 0.004 g/100ml/hour and for the
women 0.022 q- 0.005 g/100ml/hour. The average
Widmark (1932) r was 0.628 + 0.084 for the men and
0.536

q- 0.056

for
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The BRAC always increasedduring the single breath
exhalation into the IRU. Figure 3 shows an example
of such a curve for a male subject with a large (6.3
liter) vital capacity. This subject took nearly 45 seconds
for exhalation of the entire breath. In the process, the
BRAC
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increased to over 50ø7o above the concentration
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criteria.

In the

example shown, a BAC of less than 0.10 gm/100ml
would be determined if the subject stopped with less

than 20 seconds
of exhalation.However,the subject

Single
breath

(g/1 00ml)

exhaledbeyond 20 secondsand a readingof more than
0.10 gm/100ml was obtained. This qualitative change
occurredin all of the subjects,although the magnitude
of the difference

between the minimum
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breath samplesvaried from subject to subject.
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Simulatordata. The averageIRU reading(Calsim)
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from the simulator measurements each day was com-

paredto the gas chromatographic
analysis(Caloc)of
the simulator fluid the same day. Mean values of
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duringa prolongedexhalation.The horizontaldashedline indicates

FIOURE4. Comparison of BAC values and minimum single breath
values(a), maximum singlebreath values(b) and rebreathingvalues
(c) after a normal ventilatory pattern precedingthe breath sample

the 0.10 gm/100ml level.

deliveries.

FIOIJRE3. Experimental data showing breath alcohol versus time
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1 (normal ventilatory pattern before deliveryof breath
samples). The minimum values were all considerably
lower than the true BAC values. The maximum

1990

TA•L•. 2: Mean (+ SD) differencein percentbetweenindirectlyand
directly measuredBAC

values
Single breath

were closer, but also, on the average, lower than the
true BAC. The rebreathing values were slightly higher

Condition

n

than the BAC

Normal

25

-30

+ 9

-10

+ 7

4 + 6

Hyperventilation

25

-39

+ 8

-14

+ 6

3 + 6

Breath hold
Cold air

25
25

-18
-39

_+ 8
+ 8

- 4 + 7
-15 + 6

5 _+ 7
0 + 5

25
125

-38
-33

+ 7
+ 11

-15
-12

1 + 7
2 + 6

values. The data for maneuvers

2 and

3 (hyperventilation and breath hold periods preceding
breath sample deliveries) are shown in Figure 5. The

Warm air
All conditions

0.16

Single

ß
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O

(Min.)
0.08
//

•; ©g"'

(g/100ml)

Max.

Rebreathing

+ 6
+ 8

trends are similar for the relationship between the
minimum reading, maximum readingand rebreathing.
For the singlebreath values,the hyperventilationvalues

o

breath

Min.

lower

than

the

breathhold

values.

For

the

rebreathingdata, there is no differencebetweenthe two

©/ •.• po

differentprebreathing
patterns.
Table2 summarizes
the
averagedifferencesin percentbetweenindirectlyand
directly measured BAC during the five different
conditions.
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BBR and temperature data. Figure 6 showsaverage
valuesand SDs for experimentalBBR values(calculated
accordingto Equation 2), measuredduring the five differentconditions.The trend of increasingalcoholvalues
going from minimum to maximum to rebreathing,
within any specifiedbreathingpattern, resultsin a pro-_•.
gressivedecreasein BBR values.The effect of prebreath
hyperventilation in increasingBBR or breathhold in
decreasingBBR is apparentin the minimum valuesbut
is also statisticallysignificant (p <0.05) for the maximum values.Table 3 showsthe averageair temperature
at end exhalationof the last breath into the rebreathing
bag. There are no statistically significant differences
(p > 0.05) among the various temperature values.
Figure7 showsexperimentalBBR valuesplottedagainst
the air temperature during end exhalation of the last

(g/100ml)

0.16
4500

3500

Re-

breathing 0.O8

BBR

(g/100ml)

2500

0.04
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I
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0.08
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I
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I

1500
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0.16

Fm•
5. Comparison of BAC v•ues and minimum single breath
v•ues (a), m•mum singlebreath values(b) and rebreathingv•ues
(c) after a h•erventilation (open circles)and breath holding (closed
circles) period preceding the breath sample deliveries.

Max

Reb•

Hyperventilation

(g/• 00ml)

Min Max Rebr

Min Max Rebr

Normal

Breth hold

FIo•-t• 6. BBR valuesmeasuredduring each of the conditions.Mean
values

+ 1 standard

deviation

are shown.

Values indicated

with

different symbols are significantly different from each other
(v < o.o5).
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T•ts 3: Mean (ñ SD) breath temperature at end exhalation of the
last breath during rebreathing
Condition

Temp.
(øC)

Normal

36.3

Hyperventilation

36.4 ñ 0.8

Breath
Cold

hold

36.8

air

Warm

ñ

1.0

36.5

action of exhaled air with the airway surface mucosa.
During exhalation, someof the alcohol from the warm

greater loss of alcohol during exhalation, resultingin

The data in Figure 3 indicate that during a single
exhalation, the alcohol concentration is always increasing. When these data are combined with the data in
Figure 6, it is clear that the breath alcohol increases
during exhalation never reaching the true alcohol concentration in the alveolus. The isothermal rebreathing
processprovides a breath sample that is much closer
concentration.

If flow

is

stopped during a single exhalation, the alcohol in the
sample chamber will not change, and an apparent
plateau will be seen, but at a value that may well be
different

from the true alveolar

Because

exhalation

to

alcohol

residual

concentration.

volume

cannot

be

assuredduring the single breath test, there is a great
potential for variability in the breath alcohol sample.
Using isothermal rebreathing, the thermal and alcohol
disequilibrium between the respired air and the airway
surface is minimized, providing a breath sample that
closely reflects the true alveolar sample provided. The
isothermal rebreathing maneuver negatesthe impact of
altered pretest breathing or altered inspired air
temperature,thus allowing for a breath alcohol test that
will be within

alveolar air depositson the surface of the cooler airways, decreasingthe amount of alcohol in the exhaled
air which leaves the mouth. With hyperventilation,
there is additional airway surface cooling, causing a

greateralcohol solubili,
ty in the airway tissueand a

Discussion

alcohol

The results of this study are consistent with the
earlier studies (i.e., Jones, 1982b,c) that showed the
effect of various breathing maneuvers on BRAC.
Pretesthyperventilationdecreases
the BRAC and pretest
breathhold increasesthe BRAC. In addition, pretest
hyperventilation with either cold air or warm air

The changein BRAC can be explainedby the inter-

_ 0.8

breath during the rebreathing. There is a significant
(p < 0.05) relationship between BBR values and endrebreathing breath temperature.

to the true alveolar

11

decreases the BRAC.

_ 0.8

36.2 ñ 1.0

air

ET AL.

_ 10070 of the true blood

value.

2600

2400

2200
BBR
2000

a lower exhaled breath alcohol. With breathholding,

there is a warming of the airway tissue,causinga lower
alcohol solubility in the airway tissueand a lesserloss
of alcohol during exhalation, resultingin a higher exhaled breath alcohol. For both the warm dry air and
cold dry air prebreathing,the humidificationof the dry
air causesan evaporativecooling due to the latent heat
of vaporization lost from the airway surface. The net
cooling causesan increasedsolubility of alcohol and
a greater loss of alcohol from the exhaled breath.
The effects of prebreathing(hyperventilationversus
breathhold) can be demonstrated by showing the
averageBBRs calculatedfor eachmaneuver(Figure6).
The BBR is derived by dividing the true BAC by the
measuredconcentrationof alcohol in the breath sample.
The minimum BBR values are greater than the maximum end-exhaled BBR values, which, in turn, are

greater than the rebreathingBBR values. This is true
for all three maneuvers. For each data set (minimum,

maximum and rebreathing), the pretest hyperventilation BBR valueswere greaterthan the normal breathing
BBR values, which were greater than the pretest
breathholdingBBR values.There was no statisticaldifference, however, among the normal-rebreathingBBR,
breathhold-rebreathing BBR and hyperventilationrebreathingBBR values. Altering the breathingpattern
before delivery of the sample has a significant effect
on the BBR values for the single exhalation. The
rebreathingmaneuvereliminatesthe effectof the altered
breathing patterns by ensuringthat the airways are
warmed.

1800

1600

32

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Temp (øC)

FIOURE7. Individual experimentalBBR values plotted against endrebreathingbreath temperature.Data are shown for normal ventilatory pattern (N), hyperventilation(HV), breath holding (BH), cold
air inhalation (C) and warm air inhalation (W) preceding the
rebreathing maneuver.

Directly measuredpartition ratio values for human
blood at 37 øC (Jones,1983a)indicatethat the expected
blood breath ratio when true alveolar air is sampled
should be approximately 1,756, a value that is 20ø7o
lower than the acceptedvalue of 2,100 usedto calibrate
most breath-testing instruments. This correspondsto
an alcohol value after a singleexhalationwhich is 20ø7o
lower than the alcohol value likely to be in the alveoli.
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The difference can be explained by the overall loss of
alcohol to the airway surface which is apparent from
the physiologicalstudiesdescribedearlier. The process
of rebreathing yields in vivo BBR values that are closer
to the value expectedfrom the in vitro measurements
of Jones (1983a). Figure 7 shows that the BBR value
dependson the temperature of the exhaled breath. As
temperature increases,the rebreathed BBR approaches
the expected value of 1,756. This trend is consistent
with the previous measurementsof Jones(1983b) who
showedmean (+ SD) BBR values of 1,947 + 110 after
rebreathing. The fact that our rebreathing values approached 2,075 (normal rebreathing, solid points in
Figure 7) at 37 øC rather than the expected 1,756 may
be explained by a slight amount of condensationthat
occurred in the tubing leading from the Isothermal
Rebreather to the IRU. This condensation may have
resulted in a small loss of alcohol before measurement
in the IRU.

The likely partition ratio of alcohol in the lung
alveolar space is 1,756 as measured by the in vitro
measurementsof Jones(1983a). An empirical measurement of a BBR of 2,100 would indicate an effective
20ø70loss of alcohol during exhalation; for the same
BAC, a breath alcohol concentrationcorrespondingto
a BBR of 2,100 is 20ø7olower than a BRAC correspondingto a BBR of 1,756. The effect of different
breathing maneuversis to alter the loss of alcohol during exhalation, changing the amount of alcohol in the
exhaled breath sample. The use of isothermal
rebreathing to negate the effect of this loss of alcohol
due to interaction with the airway surface will result
in breath samples that are substantially closer to the
true alveolar air. Calculation

of a true BAC from such

a rebreathing breath sample will require use of a partition ratio which is closerto the true blood alcohol partition ratio at body temperature. Such an approach will
decreasethe variability of BBR values that have been
reported and improve the accuracy of breath alcohol
tests.

The accuracy of any breath testing instrument
depends on its calibration. In most circumstances,an
attempt is made to calibrate the testing instrument to
have an instrument factor of 2,100. In this study the
IRU had an instrument factor of 2,226. If an instrument with a factor of 2,100 had been used, the breath
valueswould have been 6ø70(= 2,226/2,100) higher and
the averageblood-breath ratios shown in Figures 6 and
7 would

have been 6ø70 lower.
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The American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM--formerly the American
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organizedby the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and
the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA).
ASAM is a national/internationalsociety of over 3600 physiciansfrom all areasof
medicine. ASAM's Conferenceattractsa large representativegroup of membersas
well as non-memberphysicians,nurses,counselors,and other professionals,many of
whom are knowledgeable about addictions and others who are new to the field.
Society members will receive registration materials in the mail. Interested nonmembersshould call the ConferenceManager, Louisa Macpherson,at 203-227-7084,
for information.

